From rattles to computerised robots.
- the excitement builds!

DUPLO pre-school toys offer a unique world of colourful blocks specially designed for little hands and curious minds. Fun and safe to play with - with lots of sounds and functions to explore for children between 0-5 years. See the DUPLO range in your nearest good toy store.

LEGO* Sets for free and creative building. Naturally all sets build together. Gradually they contain more special elements to match the child's growing skills. New electric system elements add further to the fun and imagination. For all children between 3-16 years. See page 4-31.
YEAR BY YEAR — step by step, from babyhood to early teens, the uniquely interlinked systems from the LEGO® Group build continuous creative play right through childhood.
The big DUPLO blocks build together with the famous LEGO bricks, which in turn are compatible with the advanced LEGO TECHNIC system.

No other toy system offers so much play value over so many years. Childhood just wouldn’t be the same without it.

Maximum temperature for storage and washing.
(Electric parts not washable).

LEGO® Technic

Technical Sets for advanced LEGO builders.
Thanks to many special elements such as gears and pistons, the models work just like the real thing. Several sets have electric motors or pneumatic power. There is even a programmable control centre.
The official age is from 7-16 years, but dads often join in!
See pages 32-38.
Open the new Playcase and see what comes out!

The 2- or 3-module Playcases contain lots of LEGO® bricks and elements. As with the other BASIC Sets your child can make almost any toy the imagination can think of!

From 5 years

545 Playcase. Lots of bricks and elements in 2 segment storage case with building plates as lids.

565 Large Playcase. Lots of bricks and elements in 3 segment storage case with building plates as lids.

515 BASIC Set.

525 BASIC Set.

535 BASIC Set.

Anything you can imagine ... you name it ... you build it!

Gradually the LEGO® BASIC sets get more and more advanced and contain a number of realistic elements - which naturally fit all other sets your child eventually chooses.

A Building Guide for several models is included in all sets from 5 and 7 years. Pull-back motor and electric system elements add further to the play value.

260
48-page LEGO Ideas Book to inspire free, creative building. From 5 years.

Supplementaries

810
4.5 Volt Battery Motor, 3 sets of wheels and crawler tracks.

816
Lighting bricks.

818
Pull-back motor.

813
Baseplate.

814
Baseplate.

815
Baseplate.

819
Extra bricks in assorted colours. Roofing bricks with steep or shallow pitch.

789
Brick tidy. Lies flat as a play mat.

It was a dark and stormy night...
the luminous ghost appeared just as the old clock struck 12. Robin and his friends ran for their secret cave while the Knights secured the drawbridge and closed the Black Fortress with its hinged walls. And yet... it was just a very friendly ghost!

Black Knight Castle

6085
The Black Fortress.
The rear half is hinged so the castle can be opened. Dungeon, drawbridge, portcullis and 12 knights included.

6016
Horse and cart.

6018
Dragon Ship.

6049
State barge with 5 knights.

6059
Town Gate with catapult and prison.

6034
Haunted tower with luminous ghost.

6039
Double Catapult with two Knights.

6042
Prison Wagon with prisoner & escort.

6077
Robin’s Lake Stronghold with trapdoor, a hollow tree and a treasure chest.

6066
Robin Hood’s Secret Cave. With 6 outlaws and a treasure chest hidden inside.

6054
Robin Hood’s Tree Hideaway. It opens to reveal a hidden room.

Whose side are you on; Governor Broadsides or Captain Roger’s?

The well-fed Governor Broadsides from Fort Sabre on the biggest island in the Tropical Sea tries to maintain law and order. Unfortunately the pirate Captain Roger and his fellows from the Pirate’s Nest on the neighbouring island aren’t quite so peaceful.

Governor Broadsides wishes the pirates were oceans away – he simply loves peace and quiet!

Captain Roger only has one thing on his mind, to capture the treasure from the Governor!

Bos’n Will is Roger’s right hand man aboard the dreaded pirateship Dark Shark, which threatens Fort Sabre and the Governor’s ship, Sea Hawk!

In the sea lurk dangerous sharks. It’s no mere coincidence that Captain Roger has a wooden leg!

See all the products on the next pages or read more about the pirates’ exciting adventures in the special comic (6255), sold separately.
The spring-loaded cannons ‘fire’ the small 1-stud bricks. ( Entirely safely! )

Naturally the sharks can open their frightful jaws!
Some 275 years ago in the Caribbean...

Those were the days when swashbuckling pirates roamed the seas in search of golden treasure stored in places like Fort Sabre.

6270 Pirate Island with 4 pirates, lookout, prison, swaying palms, a monkey and a shark. The gold treasure is protected with a cannon, which can be fired.

6260 Pirates Treasure Island. The pirate guards the treasure chest of gold with a cannon.

6257 Pirates' Raft with Shark. 3 pirates on a raft of barrels followed by a shark.

6251 3 pirates and 2 soldiers, plus parrot and treasure chest.

6255 Adventure comic book with 2 figures.

6276 Governor's Fort Sabre with prison and dungeon pit for captured pirates. Has 6 soldiers, 2 cannons, crane, palm tree and treasure chest with gold, etc.

6274 Governor's Ship "Sea Hawk" with 2 working cannons to ward off pirates, a crew of 4. Does not float.

6235 Bo'sun Will with pirate gold and his monkey.

6258 Governor's bastion. Manned by 2 soldiers with a working cannon. Includes row-boat with a third soldier.

6245 Governor Broadside's Boat. The working cannon swivels to fire in all directions. Does not float.
A town with high-flying ideas!

New airport, new monorail airport shuttle, hospital, police station, new exotic restaurant – almost anything you can think of is found in the LEGO® Town Sets. Lots of building plates with roads and pavements tie it all together.

6399 Airport Shuttle.
The monorail powered by a 9V motor takes passengers to and from city and airport terminal.

6396 Holiday Airport.
Arrival/departure hall with control tower and service facilities for the passengers. Plane and helicopter can be opened.

6529 Microlight Plane with control sticks.

6673 Private Plane with hinged wings for easy cabin access.

6375 Cargo Plane with tailgate and cargo doors. Working Fork-lift.

The new electric airport shuttle is powered by a 9 V battery and a centre-mounted engine for perfect traction in both directions.
Racing

- 6395 Grand Prix Racing Scene with 4 racing cars, lap counter, pits with full service equipment, support team, camera man etc.
- 6381 Car Racing scene with pit stop.
- 6503 Formula 1 Racer.
- 6528 Off Road Racer with 4-Wheel suspension and driver.
- 6508 Racing Boat.

Parking and Service

- 6394 Parking and Service Centre. With petrol station, car wash, garage, parking lift, 3 cars and a motorcycle.
- 6674 Crane Truck. With working tow hook.
- 6644 Road Racer Transporter.
- 6671 Service Truck with Scissor Lift. The lift can be raised and lowered.
- 6670 Tow Truck with 4-wheel suspension and driver.

Restaurant

- 6376 Italian Restaurant with kitchen, bar, cook, waiter and 3 guests.

Police

6386 Police Headquarters with helicopter, vehicles, control room - and cell!

6450 Police Van with flashing lights and siren.

6354 Police Rapid Response Team with lots of equipment and functions.

6506 Police Car and policeman.

6522 Police patrol and phone booth.

6642 Police Helicopter with pilot.

Vehicles

6507 Mini Dumper with balloon tyres and driver.

6530 City Car with hinged cockpit.

6693 Refuse Collection Vehicle with tilting tail platform.

6572 Safari Truck with front/rear suspension.

6575 Big Wheeler with huge, go-anywhere wheels.

6527 Tipper Truck with driver. Doors and roof open.

6661 Mobile TV Studio with rotating dish and cameraman.

6349 Villa with living room, complete kitchen and bedroom on the first floor.

6388 Holiday Home with Camper. Complete with fully equipped kitchen, barbecue, car, bicycle and speedboat.

6590 Car with Camper. Roof opens so 2 figures can sit at the dining table.

Houses

6355 Stable and Paddock with horse and sulky.

6372 Weekend Cottage.

6392 Weekend Cottage.

6349 Villa with living room, complete kitchen and bedroom on the first floor.
Hospital

6380 Hospital with operating theatre and ambulance.

6482 Rescue helicopter with flashing lights and sirens. Battery operated. Carries doctor with medical equipment and stretcher, plus 2 flight crew.

6356 Ambulance Plane with tailgate for the stretcher. The roof opens and the front wheel steers the plane.

Some of the sets in the Town and Space series have electric system elements with either sirens or flashing lights – or both. Look for this symbol.

The flashing lights and sirens are powered by a 9 V battery.

Special conducting bricks take the power to where you want it.

Turn the siren left for one sound… and right for another!

Turn the flashlight one way and it flashes. Turn it round and it stays lit.
Fire

6389
Fire Station with heliplatform.
Fire tender contains hose drum and oxygen cylinders.

6480
Fire Engine with flashing lights and siren.

6358
Fire engine with extending hoist.

Town Supplementaries

6310
2 Road Plates – T junction.

6311
2 Road Plates – Curved.

6312
2 Road Plates – Straight.

6313
2 Road Plates – Crossroads.

6309
6 figures and motorbike.

6315
Road signs.

6316
18 fences and 10 flags.

6317
Trees and flowers.

6643
Fire truck with breathing apparatus and axe inside.

The Fire Station’s Fire Truck features a hidden hose drum and oxygen cylinders in separate compartments.
"The 12 V Express is departing from platform 2!"

1. The push-along train no. 7715 can be powered by battery motor 810 and battery tender 5075 from the LEGO® Service Program. See leaflet in sets or contact LEGO UK for details.

2. All 4.5 V battery trains can be converted to electric power with the 12 V motor 7865, a 12 V transformer 7864, 12 V conductor rails and power supply rail 5063, available from the LEGO Service Program.

7745 Electric High Speed Train Set. Includes lights, luggage space, buffet car. Plus platform and oval of rails and 10 figures.

7839 Motorail Terminal with 1 flatbed waggon, 1 car and 2 figures. Like the Container Depot, this set has ordinary and live rails.

7866 Remote-controlled automatic level crossing. When barriers are lowered the red light flashes.

7823 Container Depot with truck, waggon and 2 figures. The crane can be raised so container ships can be loaded.

7864 12 Volt transformer/controller.

7867 Lamp posts for use with 12 Volt transformer.

7735 Electric Mixed Train Set. With 2 motorbikes, Shell tank, small truck, 2 figures, oval of rails and a platform.
**Electric Train**

- **7865** Train motor, 12 Volt. Can be built into trains without motor and battery trains.

- **7854** 8 straight conductor rails for electric trains, 100 cm.

- **7855** 8 curved conductor rails for electric trains, 1 half circle.

- **7861** Lighting set – 12 Volt. For locomotives and coaches.

- **7857** Electric crossing.

- **7856** Points (1 left + 1 right) for electric trains. Manually operated.

- **7858** Remote-controlled point, right, for electric trains.

- **7859** Remote-controlled point, left, for electric trains.

- **7860** Remote-controlled signal with isolating track.

**Battery Train**

- **7722** 4.5 Volt Train Set containing steam engine with motor, a battery car, 2 goods wagons, stop signal, fork-lift truck, an oval of rails, and signal.

- **7817** Crane Waggon with working crane and removable roof.

- **7835** Manually-controlled Level-crossing.

- **7850** Straight rails. Total length 100 cm.

- **7851** Curved rails (half circle).

- **7852** Points (1 left + 1 right). For battery train.

- **7824** Railway station. With ticket office, phone booth, coffee bar, control tower, waiting room and mailbox. Includes 9 figures.

- **7813** Shell Waggon with figure.
Several light-years into the future...

The Space Police with flashing lights keep law and order, the 9 volt monorail carries astronauts and visitors from galaxies far away — and the new M:TRON Sets with powerful magnets almost defy gravity!

Models with this symbol add amazing effects to LEGO® Space. For more information see the LEGO Town pages!
LEGO SPACE
From 5-12 years

6811 Micro Bike with antenna.
6833 Inspection Buggy with tilting control panel.
6877 Search Craft with magnet to transport magnetic containers.

6896 Astro Wrecker with central steering and magnet to transport magnetic containers.
6923 Cosmicopter with tilt-wings and magnetic tool container.

6956 Rescue Star Cruiser with vehicle and crane. The magnetic box contains various tools.

6989 Mobile Recovery Centre with rear-wheel steering and two magnetic vehicles. Telescopic crane with magnet.

With the new magnetic system you can lift the containers or any other small metallic object.

The magnetic crane on the new Mobile Rescue can be extended just by turning a gear-wheel.
**SPACE**

**FUTURON**

**SPACE POLICE**

**BLACKTRON**

**6990**
Space Trak Centre. 9 volt monorail with flashing light, container loading system and control switches.

**6810**
Speed Rider. A variable-geometry one-man craft.

**6830**
Sky-streak. Detachable jet motors can become two small robots.

**6941**
Blacktron Prowler. Can be separated in 3 sections and re-formed as a space ship.

**6850**
Space Pod. Wings retract under the hinged cockpit.

**6894**
Blacktron Cruiser. 3-section model with movable wings, 2 opening compartments and cockpit.

**6848**
Robo-rider with movable arms and feet. Pilot rides under hinged roof.

**6876**
Blacktron Strider with moveable legs.

**6910**
Monorails for Space Trak extension.

**306**
Landing Plates.

**6895**
Space Police Prowler with steering on all four giant wheels. Detachable prison pod with prisoner.

**6886**
Space Police Hunter. Detachable prison pod. Wing mounted cameras retract under the heat shields.

**6781**
Space Police Prisoner Transport with 6 flashing lights. Unship the prison pod and separate the Transport into 2 space ships. The on-board computer console lights up too.

**6986**
Space Police Galactic Enforcer. Open the front – out comes a vehicle. Open the rear – 2 prison pods appear. And under the wings – 2 scooters. Unclip the rear – you have a ground base.

**6831**
Space Police Patrol with moveable radar antennae.
6703
6 space figures.
With visored helmets and tools.

6770
Magma Carrier. The Light & Sound container can be unloaded to function on its own.
Build big!

These big models are specially designed for those of you who want realistic detail – and a building challenge. They are the most life-like models ever made from LEGO® bricks, with lots of detail.
5590 Helicopter Super Transporter: The trailer, the truck and the helicopter can be separated and rebuilt into a dramatic fire truck.
Precision engineering that works just like the real thing.

The Test Car features moving pistons, a 3-speed gearbox, 4-wheel independent suspension, pop-up headlights plus rack-and-pinion steering. Just one example of how close you can get to real life with the TECHNIC sets!

8024 TECHNIC Universal Set from 7 years. A good set to start with. Building instructions for a car with steering, fork-lift truck, helicopter and racer.

8034 TECHNIC Universal Set from 8 years with plenty of basic TECHNIC elements and building instructions for 4 exciting models.

8825 TECHNIC Helicopter with turning rotors. Can be motorized with set 8720. From 8 years.

8832 Dirt-track Buggy with steering, tilting steering wheel and rear wheel suspension. From 8 years.

8840 TECHNIC Rally Desert Racer with new 2 cylinder engine construction and rear wheel suspension. Can be motorized with set 8720. From 9 years.

8842 Go-kart with rack and pinion steering and piston engine construction. From 9 years.

8852 Robot which folds down to form a truck. From 10 years.

8855 Sea-plane with joy stick controlled wing + tail flaps, piston engine and turning propeller. From 10 years.

8835 Forklift Truck with steering gear and forks that hoist, lower and tip. From 9 years.

8830 TECHNIC Rally 6-Wheeler with front and rear wheel steering. From 8 years.

8853 Digger with steering gear. Both scoop and arm can be controlled via 2 separate handles. From 9 years.

8712 3 TECHNIC action figures.

8865
Test Car. With V-4 engine construction, pop-up headlights (via a bar between the adjustable seats) rack-and-pinion steering, 4 wheel independent suspension and a 3-speed gearbox. From 11 years.
Combine your brainpower with TECHNIC motor-power!

By adding a 9V battery motor the TECHNIC Universal Sets really show their potential!

8064 TECHNIC Universal Motor Set
with 9V motor, battery box and building instructions for 4 motorized models.
From 9 years.

8720 TECHNIC 9V Motor Set
with motor, battery box and building elements. Can be built into many TECHNIC models.
From 9 years.

Press the airpump, flick the switch - and move the earth!

1. TECHNIC pneumatic systems work by means of compressed air which is generated by precision-made airpumps.
2. The airflow is controlled by a special valve. Thus the relevant part of the model moves as compressed air flows into its own air-cylinder.
3. The JCB is just one example of how realistically the TECHNIC pneumatic system works.
8862
JCB Excavator with steering and 3 pneumatic cylinders that control the backhoe. Has stabilizers and working dumper. From 12 years.

8044
TECHNIC Universal Pneumatic Set from 9 years with new, simple Pneumatic Pump to power different models.

8854
Mobile Crane with Pneumatic Hoist with steering gear. The telescopic jib rotates and is pneumatically raised. Stabilizers and hook work. From 11 years.
Now you can programme your TECHNIC models!

Now you can control advanced LEGO® TECHNIC models with a 9 V TECHNIC Control Centre with dual-memory, repeat mode, pause function, joy-stick – you name it! Two electric motors are included in each set. You can easily add a third motor to the colour-coded computer terminal.

Programming Step-by-Step:
1. Press one of the memory-buttons and programme your model by using the round joystick. Up to 50 different movements and commands can be stored in the computer’s memory.
2. Press the go-button and watch your model as it carries out exactly the same movements you just programmed it to do. Press twice and the movements are repeated endlessly – until you press STOP!
3. If you want to make a pause while programming – maybe to change your input – just press a button and give the computer new directions.

YOU are in charge – the computer simply carries out your instructions!
The Control Centre works with other models too!
In fact, any motorized model made from your own LEGO® or TECHNIC bricks can be controlled. A third TECHNIC motor 8720 can even be added, since the Control Centre has 3 motor-terminals (2 motors are already included in the set).
Build the hottest V-6 in the world!

Build cylinders, pistons, main rods and crankshaft into a most lifelike V-6 “engine”. By adding a 9V motor this off-roader really comes alive!

8850
TECHNIC V-6 Rally Off Roader
Steering gear, new engine construction with pistons, main rods and crankshaft. Can be motorized with set 8220. From 10 years.
Join the LEGO® Club

If you are a keen LEGO® builder then the LEGO Club is for you. The Club magazine “Bricks ’n Pieces” keeps you up to date with new LEGO models, exhibitions to see, models to build and competitions to enter. If a photograph of one of your models is published in “Bricks ’n Pieces” you become a “MASTER BUILDER”. Ask your mum or dad if you can join.

- Exclusive LEGO Club Badge
- Personal membership card
- Colourful sew-on patch
- Special Club stickers
- 3 copies of the LEGO Club 12 page magazine “Bricks ’n Pieces” during your membership
- The chance to enter special Club Competitions with lots of prizes to be won
- Occasional special offers from the Club mail order shop
- Plus special surprises during your year’s membership

All for £ 3.50
(IR £ 4.00 in Irish Republic)

To The LEGO® Club
Wrexham, Clwyd, LL13 7TQ

Please enrol me as a member

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

First Name

Family Name

Address

Post Code

I am a boy/girl* and I was born on
* Delete as applicable

A cheque/postal order payable to LEGO U.K. Ltd. for £ 3.50 (or IR £ 4.00) is enclosed.

Signature
of parent
or guardian
Legoland

The Ultimate LEGO Experience

The LEGOLAND Park in Billund, Denmark is a 20 acre wonderland which attracts a million visitors each year to central Jutland. In addition to landscaped scenes from many parts of the world, built from literally millions of LEGO bricks, there are car, train and boat rides; a life size Wild West Town called LEGOREDO; restaurants; exhibitions of antique dolls and clockwork toys and, of course, playtables with piles of LEGO bricks to play with.

There is so much to see and do for all the family that a full day is hardly enough time to enjoy it all.

Most travel agents will be able to tell you about tours which include a visit to the Park.

SERVICE HOTLINE

If you have any difficulty in finding a shop stocking the set of your choice, phone 0978 290900 and our Consumer Service Dept. will advise of other Stockists in your area.

It’s a new toy every day.